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Abstract
This paper describes a speech segmentation tool allowing alter-
native word pronunciations within a WFST framework. Two
approaches to word pronunciation graph generation were de-
veloped and evaluated. The first approach is grapheme-based
where each grapheme is converted into all the phones it can
give rise to, in the form of a WFST. Word graphs are obtained
by concatenating all grapheme WFSTs. In the second approach,
a training corpus is used to find the different realizations of
the syllable. This information is used to generate alternative
syllable-level pronunciations, represented as WFSTs, that are
concatenated to produce the word graphs. Both approaches
were evaluated by aligning the phone sequence generated by
each approach with the manually labelled phone sequence for
all utterance in the corpus. This alignment was used for comput-
ing F-rate values for each phone. The syllable-based approach
produced the best results.

1. Introduction
Data driven approaches have been applied successfully to
speech synthesis (corpus-based speech synthesizers[1],[2],[3]),
natural prosody generation and speech recognition (HMM-
based speech recognizers). However, the quality of the result-
ing systems depends on the quality of corpora segmentations
(e.g. badly annotated phones can cause a concatenative TTS
to produce a low quality signal). While the ability to produce
accurate speech sounds in rapid succession is something we hu-
mans take for granted, it is a complex cognitive task involving
a hierarchical structure of execution that extends from the pro-
duction of syntactically and semantically organized sentences
or phrases down to the production of phones. Thus, the accu-
rate prediction of the speaker’s acoustic realization of the text
prompts is a very difficult task. The growing size of speech re-
search corpora makes manual segmentation unfeasible and au-
tomatic approaches have been developed to carry out this task.
The automatic tools must be flexible enough to deal with the
speaker-specific word pronunciations. In [4], an iterative ap-
proach to detect the speaker’s word pronunciations is proposed
and a higher quality speech signal was achieved by using the
speaker-specific word pronunciation rather than the pronunci-
ation predicted by the system’s lexicon. Similar conclusions
were drawn in [5].

Several corpus-based speech synthesizers have been devel-
oped under the WFST framework in the last few years, e.g. [6]
and [7]. This framework is well suited to perform a flexible unit-
selection, taking advantage of the multiple acceptable ways an
utterance can be produced, so that the quality of the resulting
signal can be improved. The flexible utterance representation
allowed by WFSTs led us to the development of a WFST-based
segmentation tool allowing alternative pronunciations of words.

In this paper, we present the WFST-based segmentation tool
(section 2) and two new approaches for generating the alterna-
tive pronunciations (section 3). A comparison between the seg-
mentation results of both approaches is shown in section 4.

2. Phonetic Segmentation Tool
The phonetic segmentation tool described in this section con-
sists of an HMM-based segmenter using the WFST framework.
Such a tool computes the utterance segmentation by finding the
best path of a WFST that converts a sequence of frame indexes
into a series of phonetic segments. This WFST is the result of
the composition of three WFSTs that represent the utterances at
three different levels. The first one (WFSTframe, Fig. 1) con-
verts the signal frame indexes into HMM states. Each edge of
the WFSTframe is weighted by the symmetric of the logarith-
mic value of the probability that that feature vector is generated
given a certain phone state. Observing Fig. 1, two further edges
can be seen. Each one of these edges has the same symbol for
both input and output labels. Label end is used for marking the
end of each phone, and label jump is used to allow the system
to delete some phones of the utterance, as can be seen later on
in this paper. The second WFST (WFSTstate, Fig. 2) converts
the phone states into phones. It consists of the union of every
phone model, and its edges are weighted by minus logarithm
of the transition probability from a given state to another state
within the same phone model. The last transducer (WFSTphone,
Fig. 3) represents the utterance with multiple word pronuncia-
tions as well as cross-word co-articulations, as will be seen later
on in section 3.

All the WFST-related operations described in this paper
were performed by using a library developed at our lab based
on the Edinburgh Speech Tools([10]). Many new WFST op-
erations are provided by the library, like the on-the-fly WFST
composition, for example.

2.1. Phone model training

The proposed segmentation tool is mainly targeted for the
segmentation of large single-speaker corpora, and when the
speaker phone models are not available, new ones have to be
trained. The training procedure starts by using a DTW-based
segmentation tool ([8]) to generate the model training data.
Then, the HMM ToolKit (HTK,[9]) is used to create phone
models based on the segmentation performed before. After gen-
erating the models, the corpus is segmented again, by using
the models created in the previous step. The training proce-
dure continues by re-training the models until they converge or
until a maximum number of iterations is achieved. The result-
ing models are then converted from the HTK format to a format
suitable to our own segmenter.
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Figure 1: WFST that converts frame indexes into phone states.
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Figure 2: WFST that converts phone states into phones.
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Figure 3: WFST that represents the utterance word pronuncia-
tions in terms of phones.

3. Utterance representation with WFSTs
The speaker’s acoustic realization of the text prompts is not al-
ways easy to predict. This problem is even more difficult if the
recordings were made by non-professional speakers. Variations
can occur either at the prosodic level or at the phonetic level, or
at both the levels. For instance, major word breaks can be set
at different positions within the text, as [11] has shown. At the
phonetic level, such variations arise as variations on word pro-
nunciations. The way a word is uttered by a speaker depends
on multiple factors, and an automatic tool to perform speech
segmentation at the phonetic level must deal, in some extent,
with flexible ways of representing words as well as whole ut-
terances. Flexibility on utterance representation is needed for
the segmentation tool to choose the most likely representation
based on the speech signal acoustic features. However, if too
much flexibility is allowed, one can fall in the case of purely
acoustically-based ways of choosing the word pronunciations.
Such a system can perform poorly if higher level and more reli-
able information is not used. In [4], a phone recognizer is used
together with an n-gram grammar of phones to achieve reliable
corpus transcriptions based on the signal acoustics with an it-
erative algorithm. In that work, the authors noticed, too, that
sometimes undesired phones are inserted in the middle of some
particular phone pairs, which implies that some post-processing
is needed for minimizing the noise generated by this approach.
We propose two approaches to the creation of alternative utter-
ance transcriptions in a much more controlled way.

3.1. Grapheme-based representation

In the first approach, the grapheme is used as the atomic unit
for creating the multiple word pronunciations. By inspecting
the grapheme-to-phone rules of the language (the current work
deals with European Portuguese) each grapheme is assigned a
set of possible phones that it can give rise to. This informa-
tion is hold in a WFST receiving graphemes as inputs and pro-
ducing the associated phones (let it be the WFSTGtoP ). For
each word, a grapheme WFST is built using the list of the word
graphemes (let it be WFSTgrapheme), as is depicted in Fig. 4.
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Figure 4: WFSTs representing the graphemes of the words
”olá” and ”mundo”.

The WFSTPron, resulting from the composition of
WFSTgrapheme with WFSTGtoP , represents the multi-
ple possible ways of pronouncing the word under analysis
(WFSTPron = WFSTgrapheme ◦ WFSTGtoP ). By con-
catenating all word WFSTs with an optional silence WFST, a
flexible representation for a given utterance can be achieved.
Fig. 5 shows the representation of the sentence ”Olá mundo.”
(”Hello world.”). In that figure, the utterance graph was split
into three parts so that the labels can be more easily read.
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Figure 5: Grapheme-based WFST representation of the sen-
tence ”Olá mundo”.

Regarding the Fig. 5, some issues must be pointed out:

• When the edge output label is ”jump”, no phone is asso-
ciated with the grapheme;

• When the edge input is ”(eps)”, it means that a grapheme
has given rise to more than one phone (except for the
case of the silence, #);

• When the edges have labels according to the canonical
pronunciation of the word, they have zero cost, otherwise
their costs are equal to the cost of choosing an alternative
pronunciation (K).

By projecting the output labels of the WFSTPron onto the
inputs, we create a transducer (WFSTutt isol) with a format
suitable to the segmenter.



3.2. Syllable-based representation

By inspecting the large number of possibilities that the former
approach could generate, and fearing that it could harm the seg-
mentation performance, a more controlled approach was devel-
oped. This approach consists of two steps:

• collection of alternative pronunciations for each syllable;

• generation of alternative word pronunciations.

3.2.1. Collection of syllable’s alternative pronunciations

Sixty thousand words were selected from a text corpus of
Portuguese newspapers. The phonetic transcription of these
words, were carried out by using a set of grapheme-to-phone
rules together with an exception dictionary1. Then, the align-
ment between the grapheme and phone sequences of each
word was performed by minimizing the string-edit distance
between grapheme and phone strings. Once the phone-based
syllabification is known, it can be mapped into the grapheme
level by using the grapheme-phone alignment. At this point
we can set the grapheme-level syllables (GrafSyl). For
example: let ”mundo” (”world”) be a word instance. Its
canonical transcription is ”(m u˜ d u)”2. The alignment be-
tween graphemes and phones results in: {(G=m, P=m);(G=u,
P=u˜);(G=n, P=jump);(G=d, P=d);(G=o, P=u)}, where (G=n,
P=jump) means that the grapheme m did not give rise to any
phone. The application of syllabification rules to this word
phones results in ”((m u˜); (d u))”. Then, phonetic syllabifica-
tion is mapped into the grapheme level by using the alignment
previously described. The resulting grapheme-level syllables
are (”mun”; ”do”). Since we know which phones are asso-
ciated with each grapheme-level syllable (”mun” is associated
with ”(m u˜)” and ”do” is associated with ”(d u)”), all the dif-
ferent pronunciations of each grapheme-level syllable that are
observed within the lexicon can be collected and associated with
the respective grapheme-level syllable, in order to be used for
word pronunciation generation. Given that the grapheme-level
syllable conversion into phones depends on its context, addi-
tional features were used to distinguish the multiple versions of
the same grapheme-level syllable:

St: Syllable stress;

WI: A binary feature to indicate whether the syllable is word
initial (value = 1) or not (value = 0);

WF : A binary feature to indicate whether the syllable is word
final (value = 1) or not (value = 0)

NV : A binary feature to indicate whether the syllable is fol-
lowed by a vowel (value = 1) or not (value = 0);

PV : A binary feature to indicate whether the syllable is pre-
ceded by a vowel (value = 1) or not (value = 0).

The name of the context-dependent GrafSyl is assigned
by using the rule: GrafSyl St WI WF NV PV . Recalling
the previous example, ”mun 1 1 0 0 0” and ”do 0 0 1 0 1” are
the names of context-dependent GrafSyls ”mun” and ”do”,
respectively. By using the context-dependent GrafSyls as
atomic units for computing the alternative pronunciation, many
alternatives that do not make sense in that context can be
avoided.

All context-dependent GrafSyl, as well as their multiple
pronunciations, are stored so that they can later be used for cre-
ating new word pronunciations.

1At this point, one get the phones split into syllables, too, by apply-
ing a set of syllabification rules.

2The phonetic transcriptions that are shown throughout this text use
the SAMPA phone set for European Portuguese, for further information
refer to http://www.l2f.inesc-id.pt/˜lco/ptsam/ptsam.pdf

3.2.2. Generation of alternative word pronunciations

In order to generate alternative pronunciations for a word, a se-
ries of steps must be carried out: firstly, the word canonical
transcription and the phone syllabification must be determined;
secondly, the alignment between word graphemes and phones
is computed, which allows us to make the context-dependent
grapheme-level syllables of the word. The following step is the
search for alternative pronunciations for the syllable within the
data collected earlier. If any alternative pronunciation is found
for a given syllable, a new path3 is added to the WFST that
represents that syllable pronunciation. The alternative paths are
weighted by fixed value K. The impact of the value of K on the
performance of the segmenter will be shown later. The multiple
word pronunciations are encoded in a WFST resulting from the
concatenation of all the syllable WFSTs. Finally, the utterance
WFST (let it be WFSTutt isol) consists of the concatenation
of all word WFSTs with an optional silence between any two
words (it can be seen on the transitions from the state 4 to state
5 in Fig. 6). Fig. 6 shows the graph generated by this approach
for the same example sentence used earlier in this section. By
inspecting that figure, it can be noticed that much less alterna-
tives are produced by this technique.
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Figure 6: Syllable-based WFST representation of the sentence
”Olá mundo”.

3.3. Cross-word co-articulations

In the previous subsection, two different approaches to generate
alternative word pronunciations were presented. In order to take
into account the cross-word co-articulations, a WFST encoding
the language-specific post-lexical rules is composed with the
WFSTutt isol. The WFST resulting from this operation is pro-
vided to the segmentation tool.

4. Evaluation
This section aims to evaluate four different approaches for seg-
menting an utterance. The basic approach is a segmenter that
only allows the canonical word pronunciation (System A). The
second approach, a bit more elaborated, consists in locating the
inter-word silences, and applying the cross-word co-articulation
rules between any two words that are not separated by a silence
(System B). None of the former approaches allows multiple pro-
nunciations per word. The third approach consists of adding
a set of cross-word co-articulation alternatives to the isolated
word graph generated by using the Grapheme-based approach
(system C). The forth approach is similar to the third, but in this
case the isolated word graph is generated by using the Syllable-
based approach (system D). The evaluation was performed by
dividing the phone set into three groups, the vowels, the voiced
consonants, and the unvoiced consonants. Values of precision
and recall were computed for each phone of the three groups
for evaluating the accuracy of the segmentation tool on the de-
tection of those phones. The F-rate (the harmonic mean of the
precision and recall values[12]) was used as performance mea-
sure.

3For each alternative pronunciation.



Table 1: Accuracy of the different segmentation systems for de-
tection of Vowels (F-Measure in %).

Alternative pronunciation cost (K)
System 0 20 80 150 300

A 86.4 86.4 86.4 86.4 86.4
B 94.6 94.6 94.6 94.6 94.6
C 55.2 92.6 95.4 95.3 95.2
D 95.4 96.0 96.2 96.0 95.8

Table 2: Accuracy of the different segmentation systems for de-
tection of Voiced Consonants (F-Measure in %).

Alternative pronunciation cost (K)
System 0 20 80 150 300

A 95.6 95.6 95.6 95.6 95.6
B 97.5 97.5 97.5 97.5 97.5
C 61.2 97.7 99.0 98.9 98.7
D 98.8 98.9 99.1 99.1 99.0

The first conclusion that can be drawn from the analysis
of the results shown in Tables 1, 2 and 3, is that the speaker’s
acoustic realization of the text prompts is very closed to what
was predicted by the system’s lexicon. This was not a surprise,
given that the prompts were read by a professional speaker. A
second comment is that the system C performs poorly when
alternative pronunciations are not weighted by any additional
cost (K = 0). This is what we expected the system C to do,
because it allows a large number of alternative pronunciations,
without penalizing the non-canonical ones. The variation of
the systems’ accuracy with the value of the cost K, suggests
that a good value for K is somewhere between K = 80 and
K = 150. Both the new approaches outperform the ones that
do not allow alternative pronunciations, except for Unvoiced
consonants. In this case, the post-lexical rules of system B out-
perform all other systems. However, systems C and D are still
better than system A. The best performance of the system B for
detecting the unvoiced consonants at the word boundaries can
be explained by two main reasons: the speaker is very regu-
lar in terms of cross-word co-articulations, and the models for
unvoiced consonants still need adaptation. This problem can
be overcome by re-training new models over the new segmen-
tation results. After re-training the models and performing the
segmentation again, the syllable-based approach (with K = 80)
generates F-rate values of 96.3%, 99.1% and 99.0%, for vowels,
voiced consonants and unvoiced consonants, respectively.

5. Conclusions

In this work a WFST-based phonetic segmentation tool, using
word graphs for producing alternative pronunciations, was pre-
sented. Two techniques to generate these word graphs were
presented: a grapheme-based one and a syllable-based one.
The performance of the segmentation tool with alternative word
pronunciation was compared with the results obtained by us-
ing a canonical transcription with and without cross-word co-
articulation rules. By using an appropriate weighting value
for the alternative pronunciations, the new techniques outper-
formed the traditional ones. The best results were achieved us-
ing the word graph produced by the syllable-based technique.

Table 3: Accuracy of the different segmentation systems for de-
tection of Unvoiced Consonants (F-Measure in %).

Alternative pronunciation cost (K)
System 0 20 80 150 300

A 94.7 94.7 94.7 94.7 94.7
B 99.1 99.1 99.1 99.1 99.1
C 60.5 97.3 98.7 98.3 98.1
D 98.6 98.6 98.7 98.7 98.6
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